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Amaysim Australia Limited (“amaysim”) is the largest mobile virtual network operator
(“MVNO”) in Australia and the fourth-largest mobile service provider overall with over 1 million
subscribers. On 2 November, amaysim announced the sale of its mobile business to Optus
delivering value to shareholders of between $0.78 and $0.84 per share (the “Transaction”).
The Transaction is subject to shareholder approval. In our view:
1. The Transaction is at the low end of amaysim’s standalone value of $0.67 to $1.43
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per share.
2. The Transaction undervalues amaysim's Network Services Agreement (“NSA”)
which could be worth up to $1 billion (or $3.50 per amaysim share) to Optus, TPG
Telecom (“TPG”) or Telstra Corporation (“Telstra”) and is currently up for tender.
3. Cost synergies could be worth up to $0.5 billion (or $1.80 per amaysim share) to
Optus, TPG or Telstra.
4. The amaysim brand has strategic value given Optus’s plans to launch challenger
brand Gomo and TPG’s plans to launch Felix.
5. The Transaction structure undermines shareholder rights requiring just 50%
shareholder approval compared to 75% required under a scheme of arrangement.
6. If TPG paid $1.50 per share for amaysim, it’s pro-forma EPS would increase 30%
taking into account the value of moving customers onto its network and other cost
savings.
7. Optus may be unable or unwilling to match a scheme of arrangement proposal
particularly in circumstances where the alternative bidder acquired or locked up a
blocking stake ahead of making an offer.
With a shareholder vote to be scheduled for January, we think the amaysim story has further
to run and have continued to add to our position in the stock.

Figure 1: amaysim valuation range per share

High
$6.76
NSA
($1.25 - $3.49)

Optus Offer
($0.78 - $0.84)

Low
$2.49

Source: Merlon, Company accounts

Cost Synergies
($0.57 - $1.83)
Standalone Value
($0.67 - $1.43)
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Background
On 2 November, shareholders were notified that amaysim had entered into an agreement to
sell its mobile assets to Optus for $250 million. In an unusual and arguably unattractive
structure, shareholders have been offered three cash distributions totalling $0.67-$0.73 per
share, with $0.11 per share worth of franking credits attached. Then, with all its assets sold,
management would wind up the corporate entity.
The offer, which is recommended by directors, is subject to 50% shareholder approval under
ASX Listing Rule 11.2 which is lower than the 75% approval that would be required under a
scheme of arrangement and the 90% acceptance that would be required to reach the
compulsory acquisition threshold under a takeover bid.
Further, shareholders will receive a headline control premium of just 4.5% to the 29 October
2020 closing share price. It is notable that Andrew Reitzer was Chairman of amaysim at the
time of its initial public offering and is now recommending shareholders sell their shares at a
59% - 63% discount to amaysim’s initial offering price of $1.80.
The timing of the offer coincides with amaysim launching a competitive tender for a new NSA
which opens to door for the transfer of approximately $150 million in annual revenue from
Optus to TPG or Telstra.

Standalone Valuation
On a standalone basis, we value amaysim at between $0.67 and $1.43 per share. Our
valuation estimates are based on earnings before interest and tax (“EBIT”) margins of
between 5% and 10% and EBIT multiples of between 10 and 15x.

Table 1: amaysim standalone valuation
1

Low

High

Consensus FY21 mobile revenue
AYS EBIT margin

$m
%

226
5%

226
10%

Normalised EBIT
EBIT Multiple

$m

11
10x

23
15x

Enterprise value
Net debt
Energy divestment net proceeds2
Franking credits

$m
$m
$m
$m

113
-32
105
11

338
-32
105
11

Equity value
Shares on issue

$m
m

197
295

423
295

$

$0.67

$1.43

Equity value per share
Source: Merlon, Company accounts
1 Average of Goldman Sachs ($228m) and Macquarie ($223m) estimates
2 $51.9m after repayment of $53.05m of bank debt
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The margins applied are arguably conservative when compared to margins for other resellers
which have historically fallen within a range of 5% to 15%. It is interesting to note that Telstra
this week indicated it was targeting “mid-teens nbn resale EBITDA % margin by FY23”1.

Figure 2: EBIT margins for resellers
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AYS - Mobile
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0%

Source: Merlon, Company accounts

The multiple applied is underpinned by amaysim’s capital light business model and 100%
domestic earnings flowing through as franking credit rebates for shareholders. This is
consistent with Merlon’s philosophy and process to focus on sustainable free cash flow and
franking credits.
We would expect the independent expert report commissioned by the board to value
amaysim with careful regard to long-term reseller margins noting that it is extraordinarily
difficult to justify a long-term EBIT margin assumption below 5% on the basis of proper
analysis.
Further Contingent Valuation
In addition to the valuation components outlined above, amaysim is in the midst of a review
process with Optus. If that review process is successful amaysim will receive a refund against
certain wholesale payments made over the period from 1 June 2019 to 31 May 2020. In its
latest annual report amaysim stated that:
“While amaysim believes a positive outcome of the Review Process is probable, it is not
virtually certain as the outcome of the Review Process is dependent on factors outside of
amaysim’s control. Accordingly, no amount has been recognised as a reduction in wholesale
costs or as an asset on the balance sheet for the current or prior financial years in respect of
this matter.”

1

See https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20201112/pdf/44ps52qvlz3mkf.pdf
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Value of the Network Services Agreement
Over the course of the past decade, amaysim have paid Optus network services fees of
approximately $1 billion, representing around 70% of amaysim’s revenue. This is disclosed
as “cost of sales” in amaysim’s accounts. The NSA between amaysim and Optus runs until
30 June 2022 so much is at stake.
Based on a more conservative 65% share of consensus amaysim revenues, the NSA will
deliver FY21 revenues of around $150 million representing 6% of SingTel’s forecast profit
before tax and over 100% of Optus’s EBIT for the half year ending September 2020.
Optus is not the only network owner in Australia and the NSA could be transitioned to either
TPG or Telstra. Revenues from the NSA would represent a massive 32% of TPG’s forecast
profit before tax and 6% of Telstra’s projected profit before tax.
It is difficult to know how high the contribution margin from wholesale revenues might be to
a network operator. In the short term, incremental costs of 1 million customers to a network
could be very low. In the long term, more network traffic could result in higher capital costs.
Assuming a 10 year contract, the present value of a new NSA to a network provider would
be between $0.3 billion and $1.0 billion. Both Telstra and TPG would have an additional
hurdle compared to Optus as they would need a SIM swap, but we have allowed for this in
our analysis. We assume 20% of amaysims’ revenues would be lost.

Table 2: Present Value of New 10 Year NSA
Low

High

$m
%

147
50%

147
90%

$m
years
%
%

73
10
0%
15%

132
10
5%
10%

Present value to Optus
SIM swap customer loss (20%)

$m
$m

368
-74

1,031
-206

Present value to Telstra or TPG

$m

294

824

Initial revenue (65% of consensus FY21 mobile revenue)
Contribution margin
Initial annual contract contribution
Contract term
Annual growth rate
Pre-tax discount rate

Source: Merlon, Company accounts, Goldman Sachs & Macquarie research notes
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Strategic Value of the amaysim Brand to an Acquirer
Optus is not the only network owner building challenger MVNO brands to support their head
brand. Telstra has been growing belong since 2013 (yet only has 400,000 subscribers), TPG
is launching Felix, and Optus launched Gomo on 2 November. Any of these players would
likely find Australia’s largest MVNO and established brand advantages, but particularly in the
case of Optus and TPG whose challenger brands are less established than belong.
It is worth noting that the amaysim brand carried a net promotor score of +57 as at May 2020
and has a position as the least complained about telecommunications company in the country
as reported by CommsAlliance.

Acquisition Synergies
We anticipate that outside marketing and brand expenditure, much of amaysim’s operating
infrastructure could be absorbed by a larger operator. Assuming amaysim’s mobile marketing
expenditure is sustained at 10% of revenue and network costs equating to 65% of revenue,
amaysim would generate a variable contribution margin of approximately 20% to a larger
acquirer.
Of course, there would be some costs associated with servicing an additional 1 million
subscribers but we anticipate between 50% and 80% non-marketing costs could be
absorbed.

Table 3: amaysim value of cost savings to strategic acquirer
Low

High

Consensus FY21 mobile revenue
Non-marketing expense ratio

$m
%

226
15%

226
20%

Normalised operating expenses
Cost saving

$m
%

34
50%

45
80%

Implied synergies
EBIT Multiple

$m

17
10x

36
15x

Value of operating synergies

$m

169

541

Source: Merlon

On this basis, we value cost savings to a strategic acquirer at between $0.2 billion and $0.5
billion. In addition to cost savings, a strategic acquirer would benefit from retaining amaysim’s
network traffic beyond the term of a new NSA.
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The Investment Case for TPG
Comparing the two potential interlopers, TPG seems the more likely candidate. Not only is
the financial benefit proportionately greater, but the strategic fit is stronger. TPG has
significant unused 4G & 5G spectrum capacity2 post the Vodafone merger and could
accommodate amaysim’s customers on its network. Further, as Felix is yet to launch there
would no chance of cannibalisation compared to TLS’ more established belong.
Hypothetically, the acquisition of amaysim by TPG at $1.50 per share would result in between
28% and 34% pro-forma accretion to estimated 2021 earnings.

Table 4: TPG pro-forma earnings accretion from buying amaysim at $1.50 per share
TPG consensus FY21 profit before tax
amaysim normalised EBIT
Operational Cost savings (Table 3)
Network services revenue saving (Table 2)
20% customer loss from SIM swap
Debt funding expense @ 3%
Pro-forma FY21 profit before tax
Earnings accretion

$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m

Low

High

452
11
17
147
-35
-11

452
23
36
147
-41
-11

581
28%

605
34%

Source: Bloomberg, Merlon

Deal Structure
We understand major shareholders would strongly prefer a scheme of arrangement structure
over the asset sale proposal from Optus that undermines shareholder rights and is highly
complex.
We further understand that amaysim directors would have preferred a scheme of
arrangement but Optus was uncomfortable with indemnities and transitional services
arrangements associated amaysim’s recent divestment of Click Energy. As such, Optus may
be unwilling to match an alternative proposal structured as a scheme of arrangement even
though these aspects could be easily de-risked through appropriate due diligence.
If an alternative suiter acquired a strategic stake in amaysim ahead of making a proposal
under a scheme of arrangement it would be impossible for Optus to match the offer without
the support of the alternative acquirer. Based on the undervalued and governance light
structure currently proposed by Optus, existing shareholders may well be willing to facilitate
just such an outcome.

2

www.afr.com/companies/telecommunications/how-the-new-look-tpg-could-transform-the-mobilemarket-20200703-p558nh
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A High Stakes Game for amaysim Directors
The question must be asked as to why amaysim directors would recommend a Transaction
that (a) undervalues amaysim; and, (b) undermines shareholders rights. If there is no
alternative offer and the NSA tender process has not been run to ground, directors run the
risk that the Transaction is voted down which would be a vote of no confidence paving the
way for a board shake-up.
The directors’ positions are particularly tenuous because ‘no shop’ and ‘no talk’ provisions in
the Share Sale Agreement (“SSA”) inhibit their abilities to solicit a better deal.
Notwithstanding our commentary suggesting Optus may be unwilling or unable to enter into
a scheme of arrangement, the SSA also contains ‘matching rights’ which may deter
alternative suiters.
All that said, the Transaction will certainly bring the NSA tender process to a head quickly.
We see four possible outcomes:
Possible Outcome 1 – A Better NSA Deal: A new NSA emerges between now and January
that shares more value with amaysim resulting in a higher standalone valuation for the stock.
This will likely result in shareholders voting down the current Optus proposal.
Possible Outcome 2 – A Superior Offer: An interloper emerges between now and January,
possibly with the support of major shareholders which would undermine Optus’s matching
rights.
Possible Outcome 3 – Shareholders Support the Transaction: To support the
transaction, shareholders will need to be convinced that there is very little prospect of an
equivalent or better NSA deal emerging. Given the value of the NSA to network operators of
up to $1 billion, this will be a hard sell for the board.
Possible Outcome 4 – Shareholders Reject the Transaction: If the board fail to extract
an equivalent or better NSA deal ahead of the January vote and there is no alternative offer
it will reflect poorly on their skills as negotiators and directors. In these circumstances,
shareholders may seek to appoint more capable agents to act on their behalf.
We watch with interest.
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Disclaimer
This material has been prepared by Merlon Capital Partners Pty Limited (ABN 94 140 833
683 AFSL 343 753) (Merlon). It is general information only and is not intended to provide you
with financial advice or take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. To the
extent permitted by law, no liability is accepted for any loss or damage as a result of any
reliance on this information. Any projections are based on assumptions which we believe are
reasonable, but are subject to change and should not be relied upon. Past performance is
not a reliable indicator of future performance. Neither any particular rate of return nor capital
invested are guaranteed.
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